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THEORETICAL SPECULATION. LOGICAL EXPLANATION. COLOSSAL SOLUTION.
Al Kindi Trading Est. has its contributions to the new era. -The precision on quality standards, Systematic
prescription for solutions, the degree of harmony between logics and execution, and the consistent influence
towards the overall development of communities. These factors set example to the industry and generate
the waves of technological advancement and economic competency in the region; ever since 1986.

Towards Silver Jubilee - 25 YEARS
Still in pursuit of excellence. Ever since 1986; our clientele manifests our approach. The appreciation
consolidated as key factors:
Quality of products and services
Knowledge and Experience
Convenient Warehouse facility
Optimized Pricing
Expertise in sourcing and delivering
Complementary Delivery Services
UKASISOCertification
Worldwide Sourced Services
The goodwill gained over the years, the global approach, the skilled labour and infrastructure, the internationally
competitive supporting industries shaped Al Kindi Trading Est. to spear in to higher levels.

INNOVATION
Exceptional prosperity is created, not inherited.
As a forward looking entity, Al kindi consistently evolves,
tests new theories, and explores its identity into a wider
vision of world. At the silver jubilee of inception, Alkindi
took a leap further to enhance the power, by bringing in a
whole new version of existence. An exclusive new brand
statement!

GROWTH
Productivity determines prosperity.
The rich empirical foundation, the substantial element of
spirit, the sustained enterprise of achievement through
grit and determination, the prudent management
practice, the meticulous planning for the development
of industry and economy, coupled with its supreme
purpose of futuristic vision; the steering growth of Al
kindi has been inevitable.

COMPETENCY
Competency is relative, gained through pressure
and challenge.
To Alkindi Trading Est., the move is beyond comparative
advantage; to the competitive advantage of grade and
scale. New perspective, new tools, we foresees what
works and why; and we apply, seldom compromises
ontheeconomicbenefitstothecustomersandtothe
communitiesinthefieldofoperation.

ABOUT US
Al Kindi Trading Est., the pioneer in electrical and mechanical supplies, has been operating effectively in the
State of Qatar since 1986. Our expertise comprises of equipments, accessories and consumables required
for Oil and Gas Industry, electrical & electro-mechanical products, building materials, safety & security
consumables, equipment & tools.
We, as an ISO certified Company, hold a history of commitment in serving The state of Qatar and in the Middle
East by delivering superior and a wide range of competitive products with economic benefits to customers,
employees and to the multitude.

CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY
Success is not just innovation. It is cumulative. We expose innovation, make it productive and assure
contentment all around. We strive to be the number one company in terms of corporate ethics, energy
efficiency and social responsibility.

The Alkindi Group
Al Kindi Trading Est. is the key division of the Al Kindi Holdings. The Group, with a governing board, efficiently
charts out diverse segments to endevour. Apart from Al Kindi Trading Est. all other divisions of our group
are well known in their respective service sectors, such as Management Consultancy, Online Advertisement,
Security systems and services, MEP contracting and Electro mechanical contracting.The Group, with its
clear vision towards growth and development, has been competent enough to rule out the possible hurdles
and to sketch a chronicle of growth pattern and to resonate waves of success across the region.

VISION
To flourish beyond trading and contracting, and to develop into a global entity .

MISSION
To safely deliver world-class quality products on-time. To serve our valuable customers and to promote
environmental protection and sustainable communities development

POWER OF MANAGEMENT
The striking difference the Al Kindi Trading Est. has created is the extra precision and timing in intelligent
logistics management and infrastructure apart from the dedicated team of skilled as well as management
staff.

Key strengths
Over a decade experience in prestigious projects
Skilled multinational group workforce
CertifiedISO9001:2008
In house electromechanical and electrical workshop
Strongfinancialstability

Capabalities
Construction
Electrical
Electrochemical

Oil and Gas
We offer specialized product supply to the Oil & Gas for major new projects and expansions based on sound
engineering principles.

Flanges
Gasket
Valves
All types of Pipes
Hydraulic Hoses
Breathing Apparatus
H2S and CO2 mask
FlowMeters

Electrical products
The exceptional supply of distribution boards, & breakers, cable & cable accessories, earthing & lighting pro tection systems, lights & wires.

Generators
UPS
Distribution Boards & Panels
Circuit Breakers & Switchgears
Cable Lugs and Glands
Cable Ties(Stainless Steel and Pvc)
Earthing & Lightning Protection System
Cable Trays And Trunking (HDG,GI & PVC)
MetalHalideFloodlights
Panel Wires
TestingandMeasuringInstruments
Cable Joining Kits & Heat Shrinkable
Sleeves
LVandMVcables
Welding Cables
Transformer and Transformer Oil
Switch and Sockets

Mechanical Products
High grade mechanical products and tools that enhance productivity and performance

MetalSheets(SS.MS,CSPlates)
Bars and Threaded Rods and Stud bolts.
Pipes(SS,GI,CSandMS)
Nuts and Bolts (All grades of Brass, HDG,GI
,Brass,SSandMS)
WeldingMachinesandElectrodes
Flanges
Beams & Angles
Air Compressors
Pneumatic and Hydraulic Tools
LayFlatHoses
Hydrolic hoses
GIFittings

Building Materials
Be it the construction chemicals, scaffoldings, lubricants or plumbing materials, each one represents highend quality.

General Site Consumable
Ladders and Scaffoldings
Construction Chemicals
Lubricants
PlumpingMaterials

Safety Materials
Secure environment and safety equipments make any job pleasurable.

Safety Harness
Coveralls
Safety Helmet
Safety Glasses
FireProofCoveralls
SafetyShoesandMasks

Tools and Accessories
The advanced technology and its applications come clean with the extra ordinary power tools.

Power Tools
Hand Tools
Cutting Tools
Grinding Tools
Electrical Tools
MechanicalTools
Hydraulic Crimping Tools

Abrasives
we supply all types of natural and synthetic abrasives of industry standards.

Cutting Disk
Grinding Disk
Sand Papers
Wire Brush
Cup Wire Brush
Hand Wire Brush

ASSOCIATE BRANDS AND SUPPLIERS
We believe in safety engineering. We believe in engineering a tomorrow. We are a generation who can make
more out of less. Credibility and safety are our main growth themes.
Less said, than done. Currently our association is with the key brands:
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OUR CLIENTS
We, at Al kindi Trading Est., have partnered with the world’s leading public and private industries. The
collaborative foresight, deep functional expertise and sensible approach enabled us to thrive in this ever
changing world. Till date we were able to deliver real impact. We wish to succeed being integral to the success
of our future clients as well.

Our sincere gratitude to the esteemed clients who have been with us to mark success at every step:

Forward to futu
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